PERMISSIONS AND COPYRIGHT GUIDELINES

If you plan to use verbatim text, illustrations, charts or tables from any
previously published source in the editorial material, you must obtain
permission from the copyright holder by the date of submission of your
manuscript. If you are quoting or transcribing manuscript material, you must
obtain permission from the author’s estate.
Keep accurate records of all material used or investigated. You must supply
full details of the sources of all copyright material used, both textual and
pictorial. These details should be supplied with the manuscript as a separate
list, and should clearly indicate the source of each relevant item.
The source information should include:
 Author(s) name and initials
 Title in which material appears
 Edition and publication year
 Publisher and location
 Page number(s) on which material appears in original publication
In general, published works are in copyright for seventy years after the death
of the author, or seventy years after publication if the copyright holder is the
publisher. You will need to obtain permission to reproduce any text which
exceeds the following:
 Any single extract longer than 400 words
 A series of extracts totalling more than 800 words
 A series of extracts of which any one extract is more than 300 words.
Do however bear in mind that this is general guidance – if the original source
is short (e.g. a poem), you may need permission to reproduce a much shorter
extract. When in doubt, always check with the copyright holder(s) well in
advance of finalizing and submitting your manuscript.
If you have received permission to reproduce material, please provide a list of
the items which acknowledgement of source separately. All permissions must
be obtained by the date of manuscript submission. Please contact us well in
advance of submission if you have any queries or uncertainties with regard to
copyright.

